
3 Oceans Entertainment   Videography   Service – Wedding and Event Packages and Pricing

Video production from 3 Oceans Entertainment is performed and supervised by one of the Owners, 
either Cameron or Robbie Carpenter.

All Videos are fully edited by Cameron Carpenter (except raw footage/transfer), and delivered 
within 6 weeks of event date, or as otherwise agreed.

_______________________________________________________

Package 1 – rate is $650                                                                                                                                               
What it is: Up to 2 hours of location videography production on the day of the event.

Package 2 – rate is $950                                                                                                                                               
What it is: Up to 5 hours of location videography production on the day of the event.

Package 3 – rate is $1,250 (our most popular Videography package!)                                                    
What it is: Up to 7 hours of location videography production on the day of event.  The extra time 
here generally allows Pre-Ceremony “getting ready” shots, while still allowing time, in the majority 
of cases, for coverage of all the formal events.

Package 4 – rate is $1,650 (Full Day-Rate)

What it is: 8+ hours of location videography production on the day of the event.                                        
Full Coverage generally includes Pre-Ceremony, Ceremony and Reception.  This package is 
appropriate for separate locations, travel time and separate set ups, or longer events.

__________________________________________

Footage shot on the day of the event is not continuous filming, however all of the formal activities 
(shot within the production time frame), such as Ceremony, First Dance, Event start and stop times, 
etc. are presented in their entirety with other repeating activities, such as open dancing, shot in a 
series of clips and edited into the finished video (or not at all as in the case on non-event Video).  If 
included, “montage” sections are created from clips gathered generally from Bridal Preparation and 
Photo session, which are blended together and mixed with added background music.  Natural audio 
is recorded with a combination of wireless microphones for vocal clarity and camera microphones, 
blended in post-production.

The result is typically a finished wedding video presentation complete with disc authoring and 
chapter points, around an hour and a half, and not to exceed 2 hours.

Delivery is on 3 Blu-ray disc copies Hi Definition 1080p/29.97fps, free of copy restrictions. Standard
Definition DVD copies are available, but not recommended.

Performance is confirmed with a simple contractual agreement and a $250 deposit to secure the 
date, with the balance due a week before the event date.


